
   

Contact
+380675748294 (Mobile)
glivera28@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/andrey-boyko-
glivera-team (LinkedIn)
www.upwork.com/fl/andreyb2
(Portfolio)
glivera.com/ (Personal)
codepen.io/glivera/ (Other)

Top Skills
CSS
jQuery
HTML

Languages
English
Ukrainian (Native or Bilingual)
Russian (Native or Bilingual)

Publications
Автоматическое разбиение стилей
с использованием SASS
Вёрстка c «Ушами» дополнение,
работающее в IE7, с подвалом
«прибитым» к низу

Andrey Boyko
Founder at Glivera-team
Ukraine

Summary
About Glivera-team agency.

We are a small agency of people who love their clients. Our clients
happy and relaxed:) Because they know it is nothing to worry about
if you work with such great team. We are constantly growing as
professionals and convert this progress to cool sites for our clients.
We always find the best implementation for each project using best
practics and unimaginably fast.

You will surely like our personal approach.

Try our quality, and you will get such a useful and fast website.

Experience

Glivera-team
Founder
January 2015 - Present (7 years 4 months)
Kharkiv Region, Ukraine

We are a company of people who love what they do. We are constantly grow
professionally and personally, and raise the demands to ourselves every day.
It is very important for us that we do and how. We are always trying to find best
realisation for each project. 

Try our quality and we will relieve you of the headache and frustration!

Our blog about technologies that we use: http://glivera-team.github.io/

independent freelancer
Frontend Developer
October 2007 - Present (14 years 7 months)

I did over 1000+ html/css/js projects, 250+ of them have been implemented to
the engine based on zend, smarty, codeigniter, ROR.
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Now my specialisation is a large projects (20 + models) and complex css3/
js animation. I know how to organize work with a lot of styles. I am able to do
modular structure of html elements that become a semantic constructor. It give
opportunity for project to grow freely.

I can offer a deep knowledge and experience of css3 animation, css3 3d
transform, icon font creation, css sprites, data:uri,  microformats, svg.
I know how to decrease load time  and render time of site.

Education
Kharkiv National University of Radio and Electronics
specialist, Computer Programming · (1997 - 2002)
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